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Abstract

We consider a network implementing scheduling per aggregate ow. We show that the derivation
of bounds that was published in [1] is false. We give a worst case bound which is valid for any
network topology, given the maximum hop count for every ow and the utilization at every link.

1 Introduction

We consider a network serving a high-priority service class in an aggregate way. All packets belong-
ing to the high-priority class are seen at every node as a single, aggregate ow. This is a model for
the expedited forwarding (EF) service class, a delay priority mechanism proposed in the context of
di�erentiated services.

We assume that every ow is individually policed at the network boundary by one leaky bucket,
so that it is made conformant to an arrival curve of the form a(t) = rt + b. This is the only place
where ows are handled separately; after entering the network, ows are seen as aggregates.

The high priority aggregate is processed at every node according to some scheduling policy. The
scheduler handles all priority tra�c as one ow. We follow [1] and assume that every node can be
abstracted by a service curve property, of the form �(t) = S(t� �)+ [2, 3, 4, 5]. A simpli�ed way
of thinking of the service curve property is to assume that during every period of duration t for
which there is some backlog of high priority tra�c at the node, the amount of service received is at
least �(t). For example, if the node implements head of the line, non-preemptive priority queuing,
then S is the rate of the outgoing link and � = MTU� S.

In [1], the author �nds a bound for the end-to-end queuing delay, and claims that it is valid
for any network topology, provided that we know the maximum number of hops undergone by any
ow, and the maximum intensity of high priority tra�c. However, we show in this paper that the
derivation of the bound in [1] does not hold, due to a subtle aw. We then give a correct bound.
For an asymptotically small utilization, our bound coincides with that in [1]. However, for large
utilization factors, it becomes in�nite. Explosion of bounds for aggregate scheduling is not new
[6, 7]; it is also known that good bounds for aggregate scheduling may depend on complex, global
conditions [8, 9]. In this working document, we do not have results about the tightness of our
bound.

2 A aw in the derivation of Theorem 1 in [1]

In [1], the degree of a node is de�ned as the maximum hop count for ows that use the node. The
hop count for a ow at a given node is the number of hops the ow has been going through from
network entry to this node. Theorem 1 gives a bound which is claimed to be valid for any network
topology. However, there is a aw, between Equations (31) and (32) on page 23. The author states
that for a ow i sharing a hop of degree h + 1, the previous node on the path of ow i must be
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of degree h. This is not true. The previous hop may also be of degree h + 1, or higher, because
of other ows. It is straightforward to build a network where all nodes have the same degree, for
example a ring network with k nodes where all ows go exactly n hops, n � k. The proof is thus
incorrect. In order to correct the formula, we need to account for the fact that the degree of a
previous hop is not necessarily decreased.

Another more subtle element is that we cannot a priori assume that a �nite bound exists [7],
because FIFO is not a universally stable scheduling method. A formula with a correct proof is
given in the next section. It also provides a minor improvement, namely, it accounts for limits on
the total incoming bit rate at very node.

3 A delay bound for a general network topology

Consider a network as de�ned previously, and call h the maximum hop count across all ows in
the network. To simplify the mathematics here we assume that the service curve guaranteed to the
aggregate high priority tra�c is the same at all nodes; call it �(t) = (St� �)+.

We de�ne btot as a bound on the sum of the burst tolerances of all individual ows using any
particular link. More speci�cally, assume that for an individual ow i, the arrival curve enforced
at the network access point is ai(t) = rit+ bi. For a link l, call S(l) the set of ows that constitute
the aggregate high priority tra�c on link l. Then we must have

X
i2S(l)

bi � btot

We also assume that the total average tra�c intensity on any link is bounded by �S, namely
we must have, for all link l X

i2S(l)

ri � �S

The parameter � is thus a bound on the high priority class utilization factor.

Also, like in [1], de�ne

� =
�

S

In [1], the parameter btot is not used. Instead, it is assumed there that all ows have the same
arrival curve ai(t) = rmint+ bmax, which is less general. We can map our result to the notation in
[1] by letting

btot = �S
bmin

rmax

Finally, we assume that the peak rate of all incoming tra�c at any link is bounded by some
constant C. The model in [1] corresponds to C = +1. For a router with large internal speed and
bu�ering only at the output, C is the sum of the bit rates of all incoming links. The delay bound
is better for a smaller C.

Theorem 3.1. If � < C
(C�S)(h�1)+S then a bound on the end-to-end delay for high priority tra�c

is

D =
h

1� u�(h� 1)

�
�+ u

btot

S

�

with u = C�S
C��S

.

The proof is given in appendix. We now compare our bound to Theorem 1 in [1]. The bound
given there can be re-written as

�D = h(1 + �)h�1
�
�+

btot

S

�
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� 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12

�D 3.58 6.90 10.80 15.34 20.59 26.65 33.60 41.53 50.55 60.77 72.33 85.34

D 3.60 7.04 11.33 16.83 24.13 34.29 49.39 74.19 122.50 257.74 2827.42 +1

Table 1: The bound �D in [1] (whose proof is incorrect) versus the bound D in this paper (a correct
bound), for Example 4 of [1]. h = 10, bi = 100B for all ows, ri = 32kb/s for all ows, S = 155Mb/s and
C = +1.

In the case where C = +1, the condition on � is � < 1
h�1 , we have u = 1 and our bound becomes

D =
h

1� �(h� 1)

�
�+

btot

S

�

so that the two bounds di�er only by the �rst term. A limited development up to the �rst order
shows that both D and �D can be written as

h(1 + (h� 1)�)

�
�+

btot

S

�
+ o(�)

where o(�) is some function of � that tends to 0 faster than � when � tends to 0, and all other
parameters in the theorem are kept constant. Thus, when C = +1, the two bounds coincide for
asymptotically small utilization factors.

Table 3 compares our bound for Example 4 of [1].

4 Discussion

Our bound explodes when � tends to C
(C�S)(h�1)+S , which is very unfortunate. It is not clear

whether the delay does become unbounded for general topologies or whether it is an artifact of our
bound. Explosion of bounds for aggregate scheduling is not new, and has been encountered for
example in [6, 7].

Note that if C is close to S, then C
(C�S)(h�1)+S is close to 1. This is the case for a high speed

add-drop ring network, where the bit rate is much higher for the ring than for the input links. In
that case, u tends to 0 and

D = h(� + u
btot

S
) + o(u)

with u = C�S
C��S

; this con�rms that the explosion does not take place in that case.

It is also known that, in practice, worst case delays for FIFO networks are usually much less
than predicted by simple bounding techniques. For example, in [8, 9], it is assumed that individual
ows are shaped at network entry in such a way that the spacing between packets is at least equal to
the route interference number (RIN) of the ow. The RIN is de�ned as the number of occurrences
of a ow joining the path of some other ow. Then the end-to-end delay is bounded by the time to
transmit a number of packets equal to the RIN. This usually results in much smaller bounds than
the bounds here, albeit at the expense of more restrictions on the routes. If this is con�rmed, this
would indicate that a technology like MPLS is more suited for providing the guaranteed service
than expedited forwarding.

A Proof of our bound

The proof consists in showing separately that (1) if a �nite bound exists, then the formula in the
Theorem is true and (2) that a �nite bound exists.
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Part 1: We assume that a �nite bound exists. Call D0 the worst case delay across all nodes,
and h the maximum hop count for any ow in the network. Consider a bu�er at some link l. An
arrival curve for the aggregate tra�c is

a(t) = min

0
@Ct; X

j2S(l)

aj(t+ (h� 1)D0)

1
A

The former part in the formula is because the total incoming bit rate is limited by C; the latter is
because any ow reaching that node has undergone a delay bounded by (h� 1)D0. Thus

a(t) � a0(t) = min (Ct; �St+ b0)

with b0 = btot + �S(h� 1)D0.
A bound on the delay at our node is given by the horizontal deviation between the arrival curve

a0(t) and the service curve �(t) = (St � �)+ [2, 3, 4, 5]. The alert reader will enjoy doing the

computation and will �nd that a bound on the delay is � + u b0

S
. Since D0 is the worst case delay,

we must have D0 � �+ u b0

S
(to see why, simply consider a node l where the worst case delay D0 is

attained). Thus, we must have

D0 � �+
ubtot

S
+ u�(h� 1)D0 (1)

De�ne function g by g(D0) = the right hand-side in Equation (1), so that we can rewrite the
equation as: D0 � g(D0). The condition

� <
C

(C � S)(h� 1) + S

means that u�(h � 1) < 1; a simple inspection of g shows that there is a unique �x-point D1,
namely, a value such that g(D1) = D1. Furthermore, if D

0 is �nite, then D0 � g(D0) implies that
D0 � D1. Thus D1 is a bound for the delay at any hop. The end-to-end delay is thus bounded by
hD1, which, after some algebra, provides the required formula.

Part 2: We now prove that a �nite bound exists. We use the time-stopping method in [10]. For
any time � > 0, consider the virtual system made of the original network, where all sources are
stopped at time � . This network satis�es the assumptions of part 1, since there is only a �nite
number of bits at the input. Call D0(�) the worst case delay across all nodes for the virtual network
indexed by � . From the above derivation we see that D0(�) � D1 for all � . Letting � tend to +1
shows that the worst case delay at any node remains bounded by D1.
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